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AB.STRACT:

This paper exploI'es the technical efficiency of the
freight services divisions of Australia zailways,
A

'best-practice' frontier i.s e,stimated using maximum
likelihood estima:toI's with a gamma dist;ributed erX'OL
term"
This frontier i.s then used to c'onstruct:
efficiency indices tor the I'ailway systems ..

When the states are I'anked accoz:ding to the efficiency

indices, VictoI'ia is consistently the least efficient"
Queensland is the most efficient i f tz'ain-kilometres
is the meaSUI'e of output, while Sout:h Australia i,s the
most efficient i f tonne-kilometres is the output
measuz'e,. Thez:e axe major divezgencss between the time
paths of technical efficiency indices across States
which might be due to random factors which are beyond
the railway systems control.
Apa.z:'t fzom Westezn
Aust.z:alia and Queensland -'whose efficiency indices
increase over time, all the othez Government owned
zailway
systems
have
become
relatively
more
inefficient ovez time within the sample period"
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Introduction

In the economics literature there are three main
efficiency concepts
technical allocative (or' price) and scale
efficiency
Technical inefficiency means that a firm uses more
inputs than necessary to produce a given output
Allocative (or
price) inefficiency means that a firm is not equating the ratio of
its factor marginal products to the relative factor prices: that
is it is not cost minimising
A firm is scale inefficient if the
price of its output is not equal to the fir'rn's marginal cost. A
firm is said to be operationally efficient if it is technically
allocatively and scale efficient
lhis paper explores the technical efficiency of the
freight ser'vice divisions of the six state railway systems in
Australia
In or' del' do this a deterministic statistical
'best-practice' frontier' is estimated and is then used as a
reference or' basis for· m.easuI'ing inefficiency within the freight
service section of the Australian railway tr'anspor't sector
The
fr'ontier is deterMinistic in the sense that individual
observations are restr'icted to lie on or bel~w the production
frontier
Randoll/stochastic frontier models permit observations
to lie both below and above the aver'age production frontier by
arguing that the performance of a firm is affected both by factors
that i t can contr'ol (e g efficiencY) and by factor's it cannot
control (e g random events like weather str'ikes etc)
So in
the year when a firM is favourably impacted by some random factors
it could perfor'lI better than average and so the firm's observation
for' that year would lie above the frontier
UnfortunatelY there
is no known way to date of empir'ically deter'Dlining whether the
deviation of an obser'Vation from the efficiency frontier is due to
raodos variations or due to inefficiency
Since this paper is
aimed at estiaating technical efficiency for each observation
there ar'e no gains in using a mor'e gener'al stochastic fr ontier
model if it is illpossible to isolate the specific inefficiency of
inter est her'e 2
lSoae ti.es referred to as composed error models. See Aigner
Lovell and Sch.idt (1977), Meeusen and Van den Broech (1977)
A
useful review is in Fq,I'sund Lovell and 8chm.idt (1980)
2In stochastic fr ontier' models the erI'or term compr'ises of two
independent cOlllponents, €. '" v. -u. , v. is the random component
and u. is the non-negativ~ com~on~nt lAt best. direct estimates
of €.lare only attainable. Recently however it has been
Sugg~sted, (see Jondrow Lovel! ~ater'ov and Schmidt (1982)) that
the distribution of u. conditional on the estimable €. might be
used to pI'ovide point1estilllates of u
It is clear t.6at the
i
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teJ.'lllinistic frontier's have been estimated befor'e using
~iquadratic pr'ogr'amllling estimation procedures which
utiflgaparallletric convex hull of the observed
ratios using a method first suggested by Farr'ell
¥,,#~pljedbY Aigner and Chu (1968) assuming a
Cobb~Douglas pr'oduction frontier' and gener'alised by
'!~flSE!n,(1977) and F41rsund and Hjalmarsson (1979) to
hon~homogeneous production functions
ftontierestimated in this paper is a statistical
tltesense that unlike the above mentioned studies its
.iA#()lvE!sthe use of standard statistical techniques as
~t~g~a•• ing sub-routines
This is achieved by assuming
fclency ',is 'distr'ibuted across the firms according to a
#¥~g~mma distribution following Afriat (1972)
Richmond
'hiiiidt.(1976) and GI'eene (1980)
Then use is made of
ell hood estimation techniques to estimate the
~of thefI'ontier
The assumption imposed that no
may lie above the efficiency frontier is equivalent to
the error term to be non-positive
In gener'al under
1:ion maximum likelihood estimates may not be consistent
~~J)ticallY efficient.
:feveI'theless Gr eene {1980 l has
~finefficiency is distr'ibuted according to a gamma
O~',~sa.ssumed in this paper then the maximum likelihood
pfthe modified model have the usual desir'able
properties
Jr~11Y

the fr'ontier estimated is a 'best pr'actice'
sense that it is sample specific and gives the
1:p':l:~1lihich can be attained fr'om a set of input
given the firms in the sample.
It is related to the
~tp~~j~r(which gives the maximal output attainable
t:ofinput quantities and all fir'Ms which could
~xist)jn that as the sample size increases, the
ice' converges to the 'absolute' ~fI'ontier'
The rest of
~OI'ganised as follows:
Section 2 discusses the main
k~ponstructs employed in the study
Section 3 discusses
tionmethods in greater' detail and the data used in
Section 4 presents and interprets the results while
4rawsthe major conclusions from the study
,tn,~~E!'

he 'Best Practice' Frontier and Inefficiency Indices
Isisection briefly discusses the concept of an
~~(.frontier and discusses two lIleasur'es of technical

F¥thatare employed in later' sections of the paper
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2 1

The Efficiency Frontier

Take an industry wher'e ther'e are m firms with the Hh
firm producing a single output X. fr'om two sets of inputs capital
K., and labour
I
according to1the following production
i
fUnction:
(2 la)
m
Efficiency measur'es are usually based on factor inputs required to
produce one unit of output
By multiplying through by l(X./X.)
l
(2 la) is mapped into an inputs coefficients space to get:
1
(2 Ib)

where k

li ar'e the input coefficients which respectively denote

i

the antount of capital and labour required to produce one unit of
output

The efficiency frontier is defined as the set of points

wher'e the input coefficients k
along rays froll the origin

i

and 1 i obtain their minimum values

(F!prsund and HjalmaI'sson (197:!'))

o
Suppose a firll is observed to pr'oduce Xi units of' output

using K~

I~ units of capital and labour

Such an observed point

is inefficient if i t is not on the pr'oduction frontier

That is

gi ven K~, L~ the observed inputs. one could pr'oduce a higher
1*

1",

0

output X

X >X

by moving vertically to a point on the production

function

Al ter'natively given X

O

the obser'ved output

a firm

could produce the salle output at some point on the f['ontier' using
input quantities K L with K<K
2 2

o

and 1<1

0

Measures of EfficiencY

Ther e ar e differ ent suggested methods of measur'ing
efficiency, a number of them are discussed in Farrell (1957) who
was the pioneer in the area Far'e and Lovell (1978), F$rsund and
Hjalmar'sson (1974) and Thuong (1981)
In this paper use is made
of the following two measures:

a)

Ihe input saving measure of technical efficiencY

Ihis is a ratio

pe/po

where Fe are the input quantities I'equired
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O

to produce X

the observed output efficiently and po are the
O

observed inputs associated with X

Ihis measure reveals the

relative reduction in the quantities of inputs required to produce
XO with the efficiency frontier technology

Ihe measure is

i

denoted by E

1

b)

rhe output augmenting measure of technical
efficiency

lhis measure is denoted by E
2

where

o
rhe observed output Xi

•

rhe efficient output Xi
Generally E

2

is such that

O<E

2

,n and reveals how much output

would be iucr'eased by moving vertically fr'om the observed output

•

x~ to the pr'oduction frontier output Xi keeping factor inputs at
KO

i

3

L~
1

rhe Estimation of the Efficiency Frontier
Ihis section discusses the data that is used in the

estimation of the efficiency
model can be found in the

front~er

Details of the empir'ical

Append~x

The paper' uses data in the per iod between 1952-53 and
1982-83 (but not for 1980/81 and 1973/74 for which no published
statistics were available) on the following six government owned
I'allway sys tells;

(i)

rhe State Rail Authority of New South Wales (SRA)
IN.S Wj
(11) V/Line oper'ated by the State Iransit Authority of
VictoI'ia (Vie)
(j ii) Queensland Gover'nlllent Railways (Qld)
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(iv) WesteI'n Australian Government Railways Commission

(W AI
(v) South Australian Government Railways (S A)
(vi) Tasm.anian Gover'nment Railways (TAS)
Australian National Railways Commission (ANRC) assumed
full control over the rasmanian and non-metropolitan South
Austr'alian railways, including those for'lIler ly managed by the
Commonwealth Railways, on 1 March 1978
From 1977-78 the figures
on freight movements in South Australia and Tasmania are published
under' the Australian National heading where they are aggr'egated
with the figures on what was former'ly the Commonwealth Railways
Ihis aggr egated data has been used her e to geneI'ate the
other'wise missing observations on lasmanja and South Austr'alian
Government Railway systems
Ihe extr'apolation method used
assumed that frolll. 1976-77 to 1982-83 the per'centage changes and
the dir'ection of these changes in the observations on Australian
National var'iables appr'oximated on average the changes in the
corTesponding Tasmanian and South Austr'alian variables
Ihis
method was used to generate values for Tasmania and South
Australia for the years 1977-'78 1978-79, 1979-80 1981--82 and
1982-83
This covers 5 year's out of a 29 year' sample per-iod and
affects the two smallest states in the Australian economy. All
the data used is collected froll Australian Bur'eau of Statistics
publications detailed at the end of the paper
(i)

Q!1.!M

lhe output of the r'ailway system can be measured by
ei ther' tr'ain-ki lometr'es or net tonne-kilometr es
Resul ts ar'e
repor'ted for both meaSUI'es of output
A tr'ain-kilometre in this
paper- stands for one train (that is a complete unit of locomotive
and vehicles electr'ic train set or rail motor) tr'avelling one
kilolletr'e for' the purpose of lIoving goods. Train-kilometres as an
output meaSUI'e has the inherent pr'oblem of including empty
wagon-ki1ollletres of which little is known
The net
tonne-kilometr'es lfIeasur'e over'comes this problem

(11)

CAPITAL

'Ihe number' of goods roll iog stock is used as a pr'oxy
var-iable for capital because it was illlpossible to construct
capital time series co['['esponding to the output ser'ies for any of
the six railway systellls
The nu_bel' of goods rolling stock for
all states is available over' long time per lads
Since these
wagons ar'e specifically for move_ent of goods, their use
as a lIeasur'e of capital while not resolving the problem at least
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it avoids the joint costing (with passenger traffic> problem which
would at'ise i f other measures of capital like fixed assets track
open lines and signalling to mention a few ar'e adopted
Furtherlllor'e these other measures are inappropr iate because of the
differ'ent accounting methods used by the different railway systems
in Australia over' the sample period which means that it is not
clear what total assets comprises nor how depreciation of assets
is handled across systems
(ili)
Published data do not allow the total employment
associated with freight to be estimated
The Australian Bureau of
Statistics publishes statistics based on census information for
occupation and for' industr'y nei ther of these captures transport
adequately
In particular neither' category allows analysis of
freight as distinct from passenger
In this study the number of
worker's employed in the rail system are used as a measur'e of the
labour' input in the railway systeJl

IRE RESUL'rS

Table 1 pr esents the par ameter' est imates obtained using MOLS. the
modified oC'dinary least squares and maximUIl likelihood for the
full fr'ontier with a gallUlla distr'ibuted error' term
Numbers in
parenthesis ar'e asymptotic t-ratios computed using the r'atio of
the estimate to the squar'e r oat of the apt opC'iate diagonal element
of the estimated asymptotic covaC'iance Illatr'ix
Ihe MOLS estimates which ar'e all significant suggest that
the pr'oduction frontier' for governllent railways goods' freight
services is:
Train-km MOL'S
uOLS
Net Tonne- k 11 ,."

i

o 2217e
=

o

0183t

lit

0 651

Kit

0 370

0 0005. 0 0578t Li t 0 624 Ki t 0 640

(4al

(4b)

depending on whether' train kilometres or net tonne kilometres are
used as the output Jleasure
Ihe figures of 0 2217 and 0 0005 in (4a) and (4b) are
anti logs of the estimates of a in Iable 1 since a = In A
lhe
factor input elasticities estimates in (4b) ar'e comparable to
those obtained by the Transport EconoJlics Centre (1982, p 14)
where the elasticitY with respect to capital is estimated to be
almost as high as the elasticity with r'espect to labour
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In (4a) one has the implied returns to scale of 1 021
while in (4b) the implied r'etur'ns to scale is 1 264
The higher
returns to scale associated with (4bl are precipitated by a much
higher reported elasticity with respect to capital inputs in (4b)
as compar'ed to (ia)
In Cia) the rate of disembodied technical
change is only 1.83 percent per annum, while in (ib) the implied
rate of disembodied technical change is a much higher' one of 5 78
per'cent per' annuli
The est imate of technical pr agI'ess in {tal is similar to
those established by Caves et al (1981 p 1000) for C S
railways, 1955-1974 where it was concluded that:
'Over the full per'fad pr'orluctivity growth averaged
appr'oximately 2 percent per year"
The figure of 5 78% in (4b) is high even in the U S
railways context where the highest rate of technical progress
r'eported by Caves et al (1981) is one of 4 2% for' the sample
per'iod 1955 to 1963
One major' difference between equation (:la) and (4b) which
is of importance for this study is the divergence between the
values of the gamJlla distribution parameter P associated with the
two equations
It is generally accepted that
if the observations tend to be grouped close to the
fr'ontier with only a relatively small number in the
extI'e1ll.e range, then P should be small the er'ror
distribution will be highly skewed and we should expect
the maximu. likelihood estimation to be highly efficient
r'elative to OLS' Greene (1980 p 44)
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TABLE 1

Parameter Estimates of the Efficiency Frontier
Output Measures

Train kilometres
~

Net tonne-Kilometres

MLG

MOLS

-7600(b)
(-20 8301(e)

MLG

a

-1 '06(a)
(-5289)(e)

~1

o 651
(10973)

o 636
(28 843)

0 624
(8 214)

0 536
(8 426)

~2

0 370
(4 974)

0 415
(15 003)

0 640
(6 719 )

(9 689)

m

0 0183
(9 026)

0 0160
(21 285)

0 0578
(22 25)

0 0598
(27 47)

>.

6 485

6 408
(8 182)

6 646

8 492
(4 46)

P

2 214

2 304
(8 042)

3.820

6 458
(2 718)

L*

10 803

-1 617
(-15 249)

31 705

-76 538

-7 953
(-24 274 )

0 773

-27 627

(a)

Ihe OIS estimate of a is -1 8472 (with an asymptoptic t-r'atio
of -6 488) for the production fr'ontier with train kilometres
as the outputJleasur'e

(b)

Ihe OLS estillate of et is -8.1748 (with an asymptoptic t-r'atio
of -22 405) for the production fr'ontier wi th net
tonne-·kilometres as the output measur e

(c)

The oI'iginal OLS standar'd error is used to approximate the
t-ratio for' the ~OLS intercept
Even though the or iginal and
modifiedOLS'standard errors are assumed to be appioximately
equal it folloW's that the t-r'atios will not be equal
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The value of the gamma distr'ibution parameter P of 2 2U
associated with (4a\ is almost half the value of P of 3 820
associated with (4bl
This then suggests that using
tr'ain-kilollleters as an output measure would tend to suggest that
railway systems are more efficient than would be the case if
tonne-kilometr'es ar'e used as a m.easure
That is more systems
would appear to be close to the frontier than would be the case if
tonne-kilometres is the output measure
This difference in
efficiency indices is attributable to the inclusion of
train-kilometr'es with empty wagons in the total train-kilometres
repor'ted
On the other hand net tonne-kilometres by weighing
kilometres covered with tonnes actually carr'ied eliminates the
empty wagon problem
The column labelled MLG in Table 1 r'eports the estimation
of the frontier' using maximum likelihood with a gamma distributed
err'or' ter'm. The MOLS estimates of the frontier are used as the
ini tial estimates in the i ter'ati ve estimation pr'ocess The
frontier suggested by MLG in Table 1 is

1rain-km (MlG)

~et

I'onne-·km (MIG)

o 198e

==

0 00035e

o 016t

0 636
lit

o 0598 I

it

(4c)
0 536

K

0 773

it

(id)

Again. the equation with tr'ain-kilollletres as the measure
of output. (4c). suggests returns to scale of 1,051 which is close
to unity and r'ates of disellbodied technical pr'ogress equal to 1 6
per'cent per' annUlI
Equation (4d) suggests much higher returns to
scale (1 309) and a much high rate of disembodied technical
pI'ograJI of 5 98 per' cent per annuli. One possible explanation for
these high rates of Hicks-neutral technical progr'ess is probably
the way the labour input was measured

Australian Bur'eau of Statistics figur'es on the aver'age
weekly hour's wor'ked by persons in Australia show a decline fr'om
39.3 hour's per week in 1965 to 35.3 hours per' week in 1982-83
By
USing nu.ber' of worker's employed instead of average hours worked
(4a)-(4d) i.plicitly assume a time invariant number of hours
worked per week and might be underestimating the labour input
elasticities while overestimating the rate of technical progress
The adjustment for decreasing weekly hour's worked was not done
because the data on hour's worked was available for' only par't of
the sample 1965 to 1982; even then it was available for' Australia
as a whole and not by State and it was not possible to establish
whether' ther'ailway systeMS exper'ienced this decline in average
weekl y hour s wor'ked
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Iable 2 presents ar ithmetic means of technical efficiency
indices E and E? whJch were descr ibed in Section 2
In order ta
apprec1ate1hOW E -and E are computed find the value of a
1
Z
constant ~ such that
('e I
wher'e X~t is the observed output and the left hand side of (4e) is
a function af the observed inputs L~t and K~t and a scaling factor
0
0
).
ff···
1 t h en the a b serve d point ( Lit
Kit
X0
it 1S e lClent
If ~ < I, then the observed point is technically inefficient
In
this paper

~

If

~ ~

Now (4e) is equivalent to:

X

it

~ ~~1~~2 Aemt(I~t)~1(K~t)~2

(4gj

•

Dividing both sides of (4g) by X , the efficient output yields
it

EZ

(4h)

E and E would be identical only i f the pr'oduction function
d!splayett constant returns to scale

fable 2 also provides a r'anking of the States
I t must
be noted that the ranking of the states is identical whether one
used El or' E to r'ank them. Victor'ia is consistently the most
2
inefficient state irTespective of the output measur'e used
The
ranking of the other states is different depending on what output
/leaSUI'es is used
When train kilo/letr'es is used as a measur'e of
output the geographically larger states dominate the r'anking at
the expense of the s.aller states
fhis confirms the doubts
expr'essed ear'lier that this measure of output by exaggeI'ating
actual output tend to over'state the efficiency of those states
which al'e geographically lar'ge

When net tonne kilometr'es ar e used as a meaSUI'e of
output, the I'anking of states dr allatically changes
South
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~ustraJia tops the list
followed by ~ew South Wales Western
Australia Queensland and Tasmania in that or'der
Fur'therJllore
the best reported average efficiency in this case is an E~ value
of 0 655 co.par'ed to the repor ted highest El val ue of 84 when
train kilometres are used as a lIeasure of output

In figur'es lA to IF we pr'esent in a gr'aph form the
indices for the six states, Figures lA to 1C ar'e graphs of the
input saving measure of efficiency El when train kilometres is
used as the output measure. One interesting property on the tr'ain
kilometre I'elated measure is that i t is relatively stable over
time for each State
The pair's of States whose indices and are
presented on the same graph were selected for clar ity of
pr'esentation alone (m.inimising the criss-cr'ossing)
Given the
short cornings of train kilometre related measures of efficiency
Figur'es lA to re ar'e not analysed in detail they are only
pr'esented for the sake of completeness
Figur'es 10 to iF ar'e gr'aphs of the input saving measure
of efficiency using the preferred output measure of net tonne
kilometres
In these figur'es which are computer plotted the
efficiency ratio E is plotted against time for each State
Ihe
interpretation of
of say O,,:l20 for Victoria for a given year is
l
that had government owned railways in Victoria been as technically
efficient as goveI'ment owned railways in other' Australian States
then Victoria's observed level of freight tr'ansport services could
have been pr'oduced with only 0 42 percent of the factor inputs
actually used by Victoria's gover'n.ent railway
As the graphs in
Figur'es ID to iF reveal there is considerable var iation in
efficiency over time and between the railway systems for a given
year

t

While Victor'ia and Queensland in Figure ID have
co.par'able inefficiencY scores up to 1965 the two States diver'ge
-fr'olll then on wi th Queensland becoming mor'e efficient while
Victoria beCOIles increasingly more inefficient
In Figur'e lE New
South Wales and Tasmania keep an almost constant distance between
their efficiency indices with New South Wales, the mor'e efficient
In Figur-e IF while South Australia is more efficient than Western
Australia up to the mid 1960's, there is a r'ever'sal in roles with
Wester'n Australia beco.ing mor'e efficient from the late 1960s to
the present
fable 3 presents the output incr'easing measur'es of
efficiency, E
for' governMent r'ailways in Australia, The
interpretation2 of these indices is as indicated earlier
An index
of 0,18 for' Victoria in 1982/83 .eans that the observed pr oduction
is only 18% of the output obtained by employing the same amount of
inputs in the frontiet' function
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TABLE 2

ARItHMETIC MEANS OF TECHNICAL EFFICIENCIES INDICES
OUIPU1 MEASURES

Train-km

~

Net

E

~

2

Ionne-km
E

2

0.8.18
(3)

0,810
(3)

o

(2)

(2)

VIe

0.480
(6)

0,463
(6)

0.420
(61

0.321
(61

QLD

0.842
(I)

0,,835

0.543
(4 )

0,450

(1)

0.824
(2 I

0.816
(2)

0.636
(3)

0.553
(3)

SA

0.619
(5)

0.605
(5 )

0,656
(I)

0.576
(I)

rAS

0.775

0.765

(4)

(4)

0.541
(51

0.448
(5)

o

° 487

NSW

WA

Ausr

0 726

o

716

185

655

577

0.575

(4 )
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LUBULWA AND OCZKOWSKI
Western Australia shows a gradual increase in efficiency
over time with its
values incr'easing from 0 383 in 1952 '53 to
o 641 in 1982/83
SImilarly Queensland s E values in table 2
2
have steadily increased from the 1952'53 ~~ values of OoJ57
reaching a maximum in 197~!75 with an E
value of 0.662 and then
2
decreasing steadily to an £2 value of 0.51; in 1982'83
.\part
fr'om these two states table 2 shows that gener'ally government
owned r'ailways in New South Wales Victoria. South Australia and
Tasmania have increasingly become more inefficient over' time

E,

5

Conclusion

Ihis paper set out to measure the technical efficiencY of
the freight divisions of gover'nment railways in Australia. I t is
beyond its scope to explain why the fluctuations in the efficiency
indices from one year to the next do occur. Possible explanations
could include factors like the incidence of transpor't worker's
union str ikes across states from one year' to the next
Ihe
indices for the year's 1979/80 and 1981/82 might have been
distorted by the fact that these years are so close to the time
the Road Maintenance (contr'ibution) Act was repealed [in 1978/79J
in most states, after' the road-haulage operators strike which had
the effect in the short run of diverting road traffic to rail
systems. Ihe results in 1979/80 and 1981/82 might have further
been affected by the fact that Western Australia embarked on a
program of transpor't deregulation starting from 1979/80 while
Victor'ia started moving towar'ds deregulating the tr'ansport
industry in 1981
Further' more ther'e seems to be some
relationship between the der'egulation of road tr'ansport and the
efficiencY of government railways
Fir'stly the state that has
consistently experienced the highest level of technical efficiency
as measured by E is South Austr'alia which is also the state wheore
2
the land based transpor't ser'vices industry is most der'egulated
having cOlllpletely der'egulated road transport as far' back as 1968
Victoria and faslllania which have the mos~t r'egulated transpor t
industr'ies in the sample per'iod have also consistently the lowest
indices of technical efficiency

Further'more this paper has presented r'esults on the
natur'e of the pr'oduction frontier' in the fr'eight divisions of six
gover'nment owned railway systems
It is concluded that the
pr'oper-ties of the frontier cruciallY depend on the output meaSUI'e
adopted
In particular' i t seems that train-kilometres as a
measur'e of output tends not only to under'stand the elasticity of
output with respect to capital but also to exaggerate the
efficiency of those states which are geographically large. Using
efficiency indices based on net tonne-kilometres the preferred
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output measure, it was concluded that Victor'ia' s was the most
inefficient railway system while South Australia's was the most
efficient. It was conjectur'ed that the extent of transport
der'egulation may have an important role in motivating the
appropriate choice of pr'oduction functions and the associated
optimal choice of factor combinations 1his conjecture itself can
only be established by an empir'icaJ examination of related data
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APPENDIX:

EST lMATION PROCEDURES

The Empirical Model
la investigate the technical efficiency of the Australian
r'ailway tt'anspo!'t sector we employ the Cobb-Douglas pr'oduction
function with the modification for non-zer'o technical pI'ogI'ess
Ihus the pr'oduction function is given by:

(3 1)

In log linear form the full deterministic fr'antier'
production function is repI'esented by:
(3 2)

where Xit, lit, Kit are defined as in section 2.1; with t denoting
time. i denoting the railway states
et [equal to In(A)]
(31 13 and the par'ameter' m r'epresenting the rate of technical
2
pr6gr'ess growth ar'e to be estimated
€i t is the err'or term being
str'ictly non-negative. The data to be used in (3 2) is as
described in section 3 1

To enSUI'e that Eit

assuaed

That is for

f(€)

E~O

~ o. a gaRUll.a enor' distribution is
A>O and P>2

G(A.P)

where A and P are parameters of the gamma gistI'ibution. Ihe mean
and var iance of € ar'e given by PI>.. and PIA respectively
The
gamma function is:

r(PI

(

00

€

P-1

e

-E

d€

Jo
for real P>Q and if P is a positive integer f(P)

=

(P~l)!

This distI'ibutional assumption satisfies the desirable
pI'oper ties that when €. t "" 0 the err'or distr ibution and its fir'st
derivative also equal iero
Ihese requirements ar'e desirable in
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the sense that if met. then all the classical regularity
conditions will be satisfied ensuring that !t{IG the maximum
1 ike 1 ihood est;!ma1:or wi th a gamma er ror' di str i buti on wi 11 be
consistent asymptotically efficient and asymptotically normally
distributed
The log-likelihood function of moc;lel (3 2l under' the
gamma er['or' distri bution assUJllpt ion is:

"

L

JP log ,\ - T log
+

r (P)

(P-IIL log (-x it
t

i

(3 3)

wher'e (t, i) denotes SUllIJJlation over all t year's and
represents the number of observations

states

and I

In optimising (3 3) the derivation of consistent starting
values for' the numer'ical optimisation algor'ithm.s needs discussing
Ihe modified or'dinar'y least squares (MOLS) techniquedes'cribed by
Greene (1980) is employed
Since the'OLS estimates of the slope
coefficients in (3 2) ar'e consistent then total parameter
consistency only war'rants modifications to the inter cept par'ameter
"a". Effectivel:}' "n" is adjusted to·ensur'e that £it ~ 0, this
involves identi:fy-ing the smallest OLSresidual and substracting it
fr'om the OLS "a"estimate
The new r esiduals which I'esul t fr om
this lIodification alsopI'ovide consistent starting values for" the
par'aJleter sP and A
Specifically. denoting; and s2 as the sample
Il\ean and sample varianc~ of the MOLS I'esiduals respectively
implies that e 2/s 2 and e/s 2 aI'e consistent estimates for P and A
I'espectively
The MOLS estimates of (3 3) are then used as
star'ting values in the iterative maximum likelihood estimation of
(3 2) with a gamMa distribution term
The algorithms used to
ar'rive at the MLG estimates ar'e discussed in the Appendix at the
end of the paper
~umerical optimisation of (33) was carried out using
Quandt and Goldfeld 's GQOPT4 FORTRAN subr'outines
Four
algorithms described in detail in Wolfe (1978) and Quandt (1983)
were employed: two derivative methods GRADX (Goldfeld, Quandt
and II'otter"s quadr'atic hill climbing method) and OFP (the
davidon-Fletcher'--Powell algor i thm); and two dir'ect search methods
POWELL (Powell's conjugate directions method) and MNSIMP (Nelder
and Mead's simplex method)
Analytical derivatives were employed
for- the derivative methods
Following Greene (1980 pp 45-6) the
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Gauss-Laguerre quadrate was employed to approximate f' and r ,
(the first and second derivatives of fIP)) to the 15th of'der (see
Ropa] (1961 pp 370-1, 564-7))
The gamma function
rIP) was
evaluated by the IMSL function DGAMMA
All computations were done
in double precision, maximum iterations set to 1 000 and accuracy
in results set to six decimal places
In gener'al, for both output measures the direct search
algorithfls out-per forllled the derivative methods when starting from
~OLS es~imates!
For the train-kilometre output measure, POWEIL
I'eached the highest local optimum (L* '" 31 70) closely followed by
NMSIMP (31 39), DFP per'for'fIled poorly by converging extremely
slowly using all 1,000 iterations and only reaching (30 58) GRADX
failed by continually straying into the forbidden €.~ < 0 region
For the net tonne-kilometre output measur'e POWELL f.~ached the
highest local optimum (1* '" -27 B3) closely followed by MKSTMP
(-28 20) OFP conver'ged only after 2 iter'ations to (·-34 29) and
GRADX again failed to conver'ge
Attempts were then made to
restart allalgor'ithms frolll the local optima found by POWELI for
both output measures
~ost algorithms immediately converged and
hence no improvements found
For both output measures GRADX
failed due to excessive function deter ioration after quadr'atic
approximatio'n
In a general econometric optimisation context the above
conclusion that direct search met:hods perfor'med better than
der'ivative methods is surpI'ising
The explanations might lie in
the fact that (3 3) does not behaVe like a quadratic function in
the par'aaeter's
For' example squared and cross multiplied
paraMeter ter'lls are absent frolll (3.3)
Tt is clear' from Quandt
(1983. pp 710-24), that GRADX and DFP (especially GRADX) are
formally and intuitively justified as useful from the basis that a
quadratic function is to be optimised; hence the quadratic
approximation failure of GRADX
On the ~other' hand POWELI and
NMSIMP only require that the function be continuous and hence
per'foc'm independently of the function's concavi ty. We ther efor'e
hypothesize that the non-quadratic nature of (3 3) might explain
the better per'foI'.anceof the direct search methods
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